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publisher’s note

Beth E. Baker
Associate Publisher
& Editorial Director

We’re excited to present this special issue of Living Spaces. Holyoke has 

a rich history of industry that contributed to the growth of the Pioneer 

Valley. Within its city limits, there are wonderful neighborhoods and 

thriving businesses. I realize that we have only scratched the surface of the archi-

tectural treasures in the Paper City; perhaps we will feature more of them in future 

issues.

I thank the homeowners who allowed us to peek inside their beautiful, historic 

homes and share their stories. These homes are an important part of the city’s his-

tory, and they are being preserved and maintained by their current occupants.

As always, I thank the advertisers who have sustained this publication for 10 

years running. We couldn’t do it without you. 

     

Can you picture it? We’ll find you a house.  You’ll make 
it a home.  Bringing new neighbors to the Pioneer Valley 
for the last 60 years.

87 Main Street, Easthampton | 527-3375 | TaylorRealtors.net

A rose garden
on the side lawn.

2378 Boston Road, Wilbraham, MA
(413) 599-1854

www.FrameandPictureShoppe.com
Tues.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 9-2, Closed Sun. & Mon.

2009
2008
2007

If it’s worth framing... Frame it to last.

Enjoy Your Vacation Over & Over Again!
Frame and display your special pictures.
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Crown Furniture has a NEW store full of 
hand-selected furnishings, accessories 

and wall décor in Enfi eld, CT

 FURNITURE & DESIGN

483 ENFIELD STREET, ENFIELD, CT   ❖   (860) 698.2300   ❖   CROWNFURNITURE@COMCAST.NET

52”W x 52”H Circuit Rider by Raissa.
The deep texture of the circles cut through the many coats of clear gloss lacquer to create 
the feeling of  water eddying around stones.  The stretched canvas fl oats in a wooden 
frame of smooth aged silver metal leaf.
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editor’s
note

Rich J. Wirth
Editor

H
olyoke is a city of contrasts. Its attractive complement of urban scale 

and natural serenity is unmatched in western Massachusetts. A city with 

a rich and unique industrial heritage, it has evolved to encompass a 

dynamic business sector and a vital and growing arts community that rivals its 

contemporaries in neighboring Northampton.

It’s also a city of remarkable historical significance. The first planned indus-

trial city in the United States, its advantageous location on the Connecticut River 

made it ideal for powering the machines of industry. From the late 19th century 

until the mid-20th century, Holyoke was the world’s biggest paper manufacturer, 

earning itself the nickname, “The Paper City.” While many of the historic mills and 

industries are now gone, a number of structures have been maintained through 

preservation and revitalization efforts.

The same is true for the city’s historic homes.  The past is everywhere along 

Northampton Street and its environs, unmistakable and alluring. In this special 

issue, a sort of field guide for Holyoke’s vintage housing stock, we’ll take you deep 

inside the Highlands on the city’s northern fringe. With stops on Madison Avenue 

(The Other Madison Avenue, pg. 8), Lexington Avenue (Tales of the City, pg. 28) 

and Hampton Knolls Road (March of the Tudor, pg. 48), you’ll meet armchair pres-

ervationists with a deep appreciation for their homes’ architectural provenance. 

With this virtual tour as a primer, we highly recommend you include a visit to 

Holyoke on your summer itinerary. Be it a hike at Mount Tom State Reservation, a 

stop at Wistariahurst or the Holyoke Children’s Museum, or a ride on the carousel 

at Heritage State Park, there’s plenty to see and do in the Paper City. 

Tell them Rich sent ya…

    Until fall, 
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Madison Avenue

a	modest	interpretation	of	the	grand	
Tudor	revival	style,	george	and	chris	

leary’s	home	has	an	elaborately	molded	
roofline	and	an	eyebrow	porch	with	a	

barrel	vault	ceiling.		



The enduring 
appeal of
Holyoke’s 

Highlands area
is exactly

as advertised

OtherMadison Avenue

By Rich J. Wirth

Photography Corey Fitzgerald

The
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One hundred fifty miles away, in the sleepy 

Highlands of Holyoke, the name Madison Avenue 

has an entirely different connotation. As I head 

north on Route 5, with Holyoke’s urban sprawl 

in my rearview, the scenery and my demeanor 

changes. The stately homes and old growth trees 

that line Northampton Street and its many tributar-

ies are as much a symbol of Holyoke’s heritage 

as are the canals and long-shuttered paper and 

textile mills downtown. Historically a city of work-

Madison Avenue. Since the 1920s, this New 
York City thoroughfare has been metonymous 

with the American advertising industry.  And 
while many of the powerhouse ad agencies 

have long since departed, it’s still home to 
some of the world’s most upscale boutiques, 

jewelers and hair salons.
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In textual terms, the kitchen 
combines old and new, teaming 

tongue-and-groove cabinets with 
black granite countertops and a 

checkered floor.

Embossed wallpaper in the 
entrance hall has tactile 

texture and a subtle luster. 
A pen and ink rendering of 
the house, right, was done 

by Holyoke artist Bernard 
Hamel. 
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www.shopitsallaboutme.blogspot.com

Offering a unique selection of fashion
forward clothing, jewelry and 

accessories at affordable prices.

featuring

Certifi ed Veteran Owned Small Business
DJF Masonry Co., Inc.

 Daniel J. Finnegan, President
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL

MASONRY CONSTRUCTION
413-267-5254

18 Staff ord Rd., Monson, MA 01057
Fully Insured 

               www.djfmasonry.com

ing-class immigrants (and the business owners that employed 

them), Holyoke was once the world’s biggest paper producer. 

At one point, over 25 paper mills were in operation, powered 

by a multi-level canal system that harnessed the power of the 

Connecticut River. 

Among the entrepreneurs who settled Madison Avenue in 

the 1910s and 20s was William T. Wilson, proprietor of the City 

Ice Co., who moved here from Nonotuck Street in 1914. Wilson 

occupied a 12-room Tudor Revival until after 1930, succeeded 

by Raymond A. Clancy, a local teacher. Holyoke natives George 

and Chris Leary have owned the property since the early 1970s, 

raising a family that has grown to include four children and 

eight grandchildren. Retired from the Holyoke Gas and Electric 

Department after almost 40 years of service, George was raised 

on neighboring Pearl Street in a two-family home he shared 

with his grandparents. Chris, who taught in the Holyoke Public 

Schools for 33 years, grew up in Holyoke’s Springdale sec-

tion and later in a new subdivision near the Holyoke Soldiers 

Home. 

The couple was living in a starter home on Linden Street 

when the Wilson house fell into foreclosure. “We purchased it 

at auction right here in this living room,” George recalls. Chris 

adds, “It was big and suited our needs.” A modest interpretation 

of the grand Tudor Revival style, the house was deemed a “land-

mark building” by the Holyoke Historical Commission because 

of its historical and architectural significance. Two front-facing 

gables with decorative half-timbering flank a central bowed 

section of eaves and a small shed dormer. This elaborately 

molded roofline can be found on other Tudor houses in the 

city, but it is the only example in this neighborhood. An eye-

brow porch with a barrel vault ceiling reflects the roof curve. 

Its square brick piers and lower walls, like the first floor, are laid 

in a checkered Flemish bond. The house has an almost-sym-

metrical façade, but windows vary in size on both sides of the 

front entrance; sills and lintels are contrasting concrete. Copper 

downspouts have a wonderfully aged patina. 

The interior is chock full of the finely crafted character one 

expects in homes of this vintage, including a built-in bench in 

the entrance hall and swing doors with intricately-carved brass 

push plates linking the kitchen and dining room. Windows in a 

sun porch wing are framed in arched openings, and the con-

crete floor is painted a lively shade of garden green. Upstairs, 

windows with leaded waterglass flank the entrance to George’s 

home office. Like so many turn-of-the-century homes, dark 

wood is the primary pleasure here. Chris had contemplated 

painting it all white before George convinced her otherwise.
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The original fireplace mantel, which was found in the 

basement, now serves as a shelf in the double parlor. 

The third floor (“It would make a great master bedroom 

suite,” George says) still has its original bathtub. 

Structurally, the couple added a small deck and an 

attached screen house off the back. Occupying a third of 

an acre in what was an apple orchard, there are no fenc-

es or hedges separating the property from the adjacent 

parcels. “I love that,” Chris remarks. A retrofitted gaslight 

that once stood on Boston Common (and at the Linden 

Street house) now stands sentinel in the front yard. Still 

sporting its ladder rest, it was electrified with a lamp 

head salvaged from the teardown of a Holyoke school. 

Working for the Holyoke Gas and Electric Department, 

George acquired a commercial streetlight (with a lumi-

naire globe and spear finial) for the backyard that was 

slated for the dump after it and others were removed 

from an area off Suffolk Street. “I hate to see useful things 

get thrown away,” he says. They also added a half bath on 

the first floor, tucking it under the back staircase in an 

area that was originally a step-up entrance to the kitchen. 

They updated the kitchen with black granite countertops 

and a black-and-white checkered floor that plays nicely 

off the mustard-colored tongue-and-groove cabinets. A 

large custom-built hutch, also topped with black granite, 

holds a collection of Yellow-ware bowls. 

Chris’ design style is hard to pigeonhole. “I love color, 

but I also love white,” she says. She’s also partial to pat-

tern and texture: Ten Chippendale chairs surround-

ing a mahogany double pedestal table in the dining 

room have needlepoint seats stitched by the late John 

Brassord, a former owner of the now-shuttered Golden 

alley me
Improvement INC.

340 Riverside Drive
Northampton, MA

413.584.7522
www.ValleyHomeImprovement.com

Love your sunroom
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Phoenix in South Hadley. The Learys met Brassord and his 

partner while serving on the board of directors of Holyoke’s 

Wistariahurst Museum, and purchased the dining set from 

their estate; the two armchairs have a golden phoenix set 

on a field of Federal blue. A needlepointed Irish lolling 

chair in the parlor was left unfinished upon Brassord’s 

death, but a family friend took up the charge and com-

pleted it. “We are so grateful for that,” Chris says. The entire 

house is layered with meaningful items: A trunk in the sun 

room belonged to Chris’ grandmother and came full of 

vintage fabric. The buffet in the dining room came from 

George’s grandparents’ house on Pearl Street, and the bench 

in the front hall was found in their attic. “We love everything 

about the house; it’s exactly the way we want it,” Chris says. 

“And, of course, we love the location.”

Windows in the sun porch are framed in arched openings. 
A metal baker’s rack holds a variety of collectibles, 
including Appleware pottery. The concrete floor is painted 
a lively shade of garden green.
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627 Southampton Road, Westfield, MA ▪ (413) 562-7171 ▪  www.HometownStructures.com

Create an Outdoor Space Worthy of Your Time
With a huge selection of beautiful wood and vinyl pavilions and pergolas, 

Hometown Structures can help you choose the perfect structure 
to make your backyard, well, perfect.

Building Quality Structures Since 2000

Free Delivery & Install within 50 miles with this ad.
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The	most	decorative	of	the	spanish	
styles,	spanish	colonial	houses	have	thick	
stuccoed	walls,	red	tile	roofs	and	enclosed	
courtyards	that	extend	one’s	living	space.
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Amy McDonough isn’t from Holyoke 
originally, but the New York native has 
called the Paper City home for the last 
three years. Living in Melrose on Boston’s 
North Shore, she and her family were ready 
to leave the city for a quieter lifestyle, so 
they headed west.

After an unsuccessful search for a forever home in Northampton, 

McDonough, a geologist and director of project development for Borrego 

Solar Systems, heeded the advice of friends who recommended she look in 

the Highlands area of Holyoke. She was close to making an offer on a 1890s 

Victorian on Fairfield Avenue when a friend suggested she take a look at a 

Spanish Colonial Revival home on Madison Avenue as a comparable listing. 

McDonough had driven by the house numerous times, and although it had 

been unoccupied for some time, it was unclear if it was actually for sale. 

“It was the perfect fit,” she says. “I felt so welcome in this house; it’s a feeling 

my whole family shares.” The Dowd family, founders of the Dowd Insurance 

Agencies in Holyoke, occupied the house for 40 years; McDonough is the 

fourth owner.

Although she wasn’t particularly enamored with the home’s 

Mediterranean-inspired exterior at first, the interior intrigued her imme-

diately. Still, the house has undeniable curb appeal. Built in 1910, it has a 

Mission-style barrel tile roof with eave brackets, tower-like chimneys, and 

stucco walls with brick quoining at the corners and around the doors and 

windows; the perf detailing gives the windows a postage stamp effect. The 

portico has a balcony with ornamental iron work, and there’s a front yard 

patio, obscured by a hedgerow, that’s reminiscent of the courtyards found 

on Spanish Colonial-style homes in warmer climes. A neighbor insists the 

4,500-square-foot house was built from a Sears, Roebuck and Co. kit, but 
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The parlor reflects Amy’s evolving eclecticism. A pair of 
armchairs from One Kings Lane has a bold Ikat print. An old 
factory cart (since relocated to the sunroom) doubles as a coffee 
table. The walls are Sherwin-Williams Rain. 
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Planning A
Summer Party?

We Cater!

Rt. 181, Palmer St., Palmer, MA

413-289-6359
burgundybrook.com

“Awarded one of the 
8 Outstanding Farm-to-Table 
Restaurants in Western MA”

Visit Our Website for Details

85 Post Office Park, STE. 8520 & 8521 •  WILBRAHAM
413.279.1515  •  www.InsideOutHG.com

  Open Tues. - Sat. 10-5 • Closed Sun. & Mon.

Home & Garden

Something special . . . 

Something different . . . 

Something better . . . 
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This reupholstered 
French Country 
armchair is part of a set 
the homeowner found 
at Brimfield. The hand-
carved monkey wood 
table is from Viva Terra. 



McDonough’s contractor disputes that claim. 

Addressing some exterior drainage issues was 

McDonough’s first priority. Deteriorating wood gutters on 

the house and detached garage were replaced as was the 

portico roof and some flashing on the clay tile roof, which 

was in remarkable condition given its age. The side and 

back yards were regraded, and the concrete driveway was 

rebuilt. Inside, the monotone walls hadn’t been painted in 

30 years, and tannins in the wood were bleeding through 

the paint in some areas, resembling mold. “It needed a 

refresher for sure,” McDonough says. Cosmetic enhance-

ments aside, she had no intention of making any major 

alterations. “My overall philosophy was to not change any-

thing,” she says. “I’m not into ripping down walls or chang-

ing footprints.”

McDonough describes her design style as “eclectic.” She 

says, “I like things to be comfortable, and I like pattern.” 

There’s a riot of pattern in the formal T-shaped entrance 

hall thanks to a well-preserved run of mini brick mosaic 

tile (featuring a gray field with dusty rose accents) that 

had been covered up by orange shag carpeting. Recessed 

Moravian star pendants draw the eye upward while pre-

serving the openness of the space. A bank of floor-to-ceil-

ing wainscoting panels conceal some hidden compart-

ments, including a telephone closet with its original seat 

and a ‘Princess’ phone. The phone used to ring occasion-

ally, McDonough says, and the two times she was able to 

answer it, the caller was a member of the Republican Party 

seeking financial support. Another cubby was concealing 

a Mosler safe imprinted with the name Dr. E. J. Harrington. 

“We have the combination; there was nothing inside,” 

McDonough says. The home’s real treasures are its creative 

millwork, including the gumwood trim on the second-floor 

door casings, and its large, light-filled rooms. 

With the help of interior designer Sally Staub, 

McDonough has layered the double parlor with color 

and texture. The room has an inviting window seat run-

ning along the western edge that she reupholstered with 

a ruddy mohair velvet. Armless lounge chairs squired at 

Brimfield were recovered with a playful silver embossed 

alligator velvet. A more traditional wing chair and ottoman 

sport a blue and white graphic print. A 30” x 40” archival 

pigment on paper by humanitarian photographer Lisa 

Kristine is the parlor’s undeniable focal point. The stun-

ning print features a dhow (an ancient Arabic boat) being 

chased by an ominous squall off the coast of Zanzibar. “I 

love the colors and the lines and how the sail is so full of 

air,” she says. “It feels like the boat is coming right at you.” 

McDonough’s design bravado is apparent in the dining 

room, where the walls are painted with Sherwin-Williams 

Parakeet. A painted oak server nicknamed “Big White,” 

another Brimfield find, is paired with a triple pedestal 

dining table that belonged to her stepmother. The den 

received a thoughtful update with the installation of built-

in bookcases that look as if they have always been there.

McDonough has yet to tackle the kitchen, which was 

updated decades ago and is now woefully outdated. Still 

sporting its original fir flooring and tin ceiling, it has a 

food pantry with the remnants of an old ice box, a butler’s 

pantry with myriad built-ins, and a charming built-in ban-

quette. A hefty baker’s table fashioned from reclaimed 

scaffolding and old produce baskets, also from Brimfield, 

anchors the space. Modernizing the kitchen will be chal-

lenging: There are five doorways to contend with, and the 

innards of the icebox will need to be removed. A step-

down maid’s quarters that McDonough currently uses as 

an office will likely factor into the equation. 
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Let us get the door for you

and the windows, roofi ng and siding, too!
Patrick Kubala Home Improvements is Western Massachusetts’ and

Northern Connecticut’s premier home improvement contractor. 
We offer the highest quality installations of Entry Doors, Vinyl Siding, 

Energy Saving Windows, Roofs and Seamless Gutters.
Be sure to ask about our fi nancing options.

 

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL

413-589-1010
KubalaHome.com

YOU, the CUSTOMER 
are our Number 

One Priority! 



This 1912 Craftsman-style home owned 
by Ervin Staub and Laurie Pearlman has 

one large gable across the front supported 
by a horizontal trellis above the door.



It wasn’t the cedar shakes 
or the enchanting trellis 

that drew Ervin Staub and 
Laurie Pearlman to their 1912 

Craftsman-style home 20 
years ago—it was the pool. 

“We both like to swim for exercise,” says Pearlman, 

a clinical psychologist who specializes in psycho-

logical trauma. She and Staub, professor emeritus 

of psychology at the University of Massachusetts 

Amherst and founding director of the doctoral pro-

gram on the psychology of peace and violence, 

were window shopping in the Highlands when they 

came upon the Prentiss house. Its original owner, 

George W. Prentiss, Jr., graduated from M.I.T. and was 

treasurer and general manager of his father’s wire 

manufacturing company in Holyoke. The neighbor-

hood has many Craftsman houses, but this is an out-

standing and well-kept example. Designed by New 

York City-based architect William Bunker Tubby, it 
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The homeowners were cognizant to not overfill the 
parlor, allowing the striking thin-brick fireplace to take 

center stage. Exposed beams lend a rustic touch. 
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has one large gable across the front supported by a long 

trellis above the door. The fact that it had an in-ground 

pool was an added bonus. But the home’s architectural 

provenance wasn’t lost on them either. “This house has a 

certain graciousness to it; it has dignity,” says Hungarian-

born Staub, who emigrated to the U.S. in 1956 after a few 

years spent in Vienna. 

They had made an offer on a house on Yale Street, 

but ended up in a bidding war that they ultimately lost. 

That would prove fortuitous. “That house needed work. 

This one really didn’t,” says Pearlman. Just the third own-

ers—the Prentiss family occupied the house until the 

mid-1980s—the couple was smitten by the home’s wel-

coming flow and large, luminous spaces. “We didn’t want 

to overfill the rooms,” Staub says. “We wanted ourselves 

and others to experience the spaciousness.” Despite 

the parlor’s period details, they didn’t want it hemmed 

in with antiques. “I like the openness of contemporary 

furniture,” Pearlman says. This streamlined design lets 

the home’s raw character shine. In the parlor, a thin brick 

fireplace with a large arched opening is topped with a 

wood overmantel outfitted with leaded glass doors and 

Art Deco-style tulip glass sconces; there are six identical 

fixtures in the room, including four pendants. Latched 

windows that open outward have handy pull-down 

screens. A picture rail makes hanging collected artwork a 

breeze. Mostly all of the light fixtures are original as is the 

pagoda-print wallpaper in the dining room and a bold 

floral in an upstairs bathroom that covers the ceiling as 

well as the walls. “Neither are prints I would have chosen, 

but I’ve grown to love them,” Pearlman says. Other less 

obvious details also reflect an earlier era: A foot pedal 

hidden underneath the dining room table was used to 

summon servants ala “Downton Abbey.” Pearlman jokes, 

“We keep pressing it, but no one comes.” 

Because of its scope and scale, the 3,400-square-foot 

house is user-friendly. When Pearlman, a co-founder and 

20-year co-director of the Traumatic Stress Institute/
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Center for Adult and Adolescent Psychotherapy in South 

Windsor, Conn., was co-authoring a book, her five col-

leagues were all able to spend the night in one of the six 

bedrooms. The couple has also hosted guests from The 

Netherlands and Rwanda, where they were involved in a 

number of projects designed to promote reconciliation 

in the aftermath of the genocide that occurred there 20 

years ago. As such, the house is peppered with African 

tribal art (figurals mostly) from Kenya and The Congo 

Republic, among other places. 

Tiny and outdated, the boxy kitchen needed a make-

over. With nowhere to go but up, they commandeered the 

crawl space above it to create a 15-foot vaulted ceiling 

that expanded the space both physically and visually. 

Drywall was removed in the process, exposing the brick 

chimney; a run of white subway tile that had backed a 

freestanding range was preserved. Honoring the home’s 

Craftsman roots, they chose simple Shaker-style cabinets. 

The countertops are Brazilian granite, which Pearlman 

spotted while driving by Santo C. DeSpirt Marble & 

Granite in Agawam despite having already chosen anoth-

er slab from a competitor. 

The horizontal trellis on the front façade used to be 

covered with wisteria, but in the 20 years that Staub and 

Pearlman have owned the house, it never blossomed. 

Long since removed, it has started to regenerate amongst 

the mature rhododendrons, and Pearlman wants to 

retrain it. “People who care about houses told us we’re 

probably better off leaving it be, but I think it has a cer-

tain charm,” she says. Arresting, too, is the massive cen-

tury-old copper beech tree in the backyard. The tree is 

naturally low-branched with glossy green leaves provid-

ing deep, inviting shade; the bark looks like elephant skin 

on older specimens.

Pearlman said she feels less like an owner of the prop-

erty and more like a steward tending to it for future gen-

erations to enjoy. “Living in a two-bedroom condo is very 

appealing,” she says, “but where would the grandkids go 

[when they visit]? We’re here as long as we’re physically 

able to keep up the house. If we can keep it up, we’ll stay.”

The Premiere Hearth 
Design Center Offering 
A Full Collection of 
Accessories to Fireplaces... 
Everything Your Hearth Desires

1769 Riverdale Street, Route 5  |  West Springfield, MA
www.fireside-designs.com  |  413-733-0910
hours: Tues–Fri 10-5, Sat 10-4, Sun & Mon closed

Inspired Warmth, Smart & Stylish
Gas Inserts • Gas Fireplaces • Gas Logs
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Art and Mary Sturn’s
brick-faced center hall Colonial

has a commanding presence.
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Trees throw shade on sloping lawns, 

and a calm quiet is ever-present. Within 

these homes is also quite a bit of his-

tory: stories of days past, where certain 

rooms were not appropriate for the first 

floor of a home and backyard struc-

tures were of the first built in the town. 

Mary Shurn and Jacki Cooper reside 

here, women with a keen eye for the 

antique who have also seamlessly laced 

the importance of family and modern 

needs throughout their homes.

The home Mary shares with her hus-

band, Art, is 95 years old and was once 

owned by a doctor; they are the fourth 

inhabitants. The Northampton Street 

property has seven bedrooms, three full 

baths, and two half baths—a maze-like 

residence through which antiques and 

family memories alike are strewn. Mary 

jokes that, in the beginning, it was easy 

to get lost, especially for her then 5-

year-old son. “I would hear, ‘Mom, where 

are you?’” she says. The ability to raise 

their children in such a home was one 

of the reasons Mary fell in love with it 

30-plus years ago. “It’s also so beautiful,” 

she adds. “I was a realtor back then, and 

when I saw this home, I just fell in love 

with it.”

The rooms are large, and the house 

itself is airy and full of light. In the bed-

room alone, a fantastic breeze blows 

through the tall windows that afford 

views of the front and back of the prop-

erty. Though there is a fireplace in the 

front room, Mary and Art make use of 

the one in the sunroom, next to which is 

a large stack of wood. Among the mod-

ern accoutrements (a TV and futon) is 

a collection of pieces from auctions: 

a white swan with a craned neck; a 

Norman Rockwell print; a large Asian-

inspired designed vase. It’s a common 

theme in the house, the modern mixed 

with the nostalgic. The library, which is 

overflowing with books, is all about nos-

talgia, although Mary laughs when talk-

Three venerable Holyoke 
homes give up their secrets

N
estled in the area of Holyoke called 
the Highlands, there are many large 
homes dotted with copious windows 
that peer out over the neighborhood. 
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An arched door-
way leads out to 
a back patio that 

overlooks the 
winding driveway.



A smaller room 
tucked behind 
the library holds 
a collection 
of books the 
homeowner used 
to read to her 
children.
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ing about exactly what kind of books they are. “I’m not a 

reader,” she says. “When I moved in, I thought, ‘Where am 

I going to get all the books to fill it in here?’ Johnson’s 

Bookstore in Springfield at the time had a service where 

they’d come out and fill your shelves with books, so that’s 

what I did; I don’t know what’s here.” There’s a small room 

off the back of the library that houses a book collection 

Mary proudly put together herself; it contains tomes she 

used to read to her children when they were younger. 

The collection also conceals hints of the past. “You see, 

right through here,” Mary said, pulling some books from 

the shelf to reveal a hole in the wall, “[this is where] they 

used to serve food.” Sure enough, peeking through the 

opening gives a glimpse of the kitchen, which is one of 

the most impressive parts of the first floor. There are two 

pantries, a nook for eating, a main cooking area, and a 

serving door that swings both ways and leads right into 

the dining room. While the home, on the whole, is a feat 

to navigate through, the kitchen area itself proves to be 

its own little maze. The original wood still stands—white 

cabinets that go up to the ceiling with glass faces that 

give visitors a look at all the dinnerware stored within. 

“We’ve done quite a bit of entertaining over the years,” 

Mary says. 

Walking out into the grey stone patio in the back of 

the house provides a look at the property that was once 

a part of Mary’s. “This was a much bigger piece of land 

at one point,” she says. “The doctor owned not only this 

house but the one next to it as well.” It shows in the odd 

layout of the property; a curving driveway dips around 

the house and to the back, where it turns sharply instead 

of sprawling into the former property piece. It also leads 

to a garage that’s a New Englander’s dream: it contains 

a carwash and is heated; it’s the perfect place to rid 

a vehicle of winter’s dredge. It’s also a tandem garage, 

which stores the cars end to end. There is a sloping lawn 

that serves as a backyard shrouded in trees. Mary doesn’t 

get out there very often, but when she did, she enjoyed 

the quiet of it all. “I love it here. It’s quiet and beautiful, 

and the neighbors are wonderful. I couldn’t ask for a bet-

ter home,” she says. 
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Built in 1918, this four-bedroom, two-
and-a-half bath house on Lexington 
Avenue is a beautiful example of the 
multi-windowed homes that line the 
streets of the Highlands.



Built in 1918, Jacki 
Cooper’s Lexington 

Avenue home looks 
dark and brooding with 

near-black shingles 
on the outside of the 
hulking structure. But 

the four-bedroom, two-
and-a-half bath home 
is actually a place of 

light fueled by family 
memories. 

Jacki and her significant other, 

Rodney Faille, moved in 36 years ago. 

They were the fourth owners of the 

home, the original being a man who 

owned a mill in Holyoke. The couple 

before them lived there a little under 

two years, and the residents who 

seemed to have the biggest impact on 

the house, a doctor and his wife, occu-

pied it before that. “They were a young 

couple and back then, in the 50s, the 

wife believed it was a trend to paint, so 

she did,” Jacki says with a laugh. All of 

the beautiful woodwork in the house 

was covered by color, and would prove 

to be one of the biggest jobs. Rodney, 

thankfully, had a family business in 

house painting and wallpapering, so 

he was the perfect guy for the job. He 

worked diligently to strip the wood of 

all the paint and restore it to its natural 

beauty. 

A back room akin to a study holds 

the biggest display of wood in the 

home. It lines the walls on two sides 

with delicate oblong shapes laid over 

glass panels. One piece falls out to form 

a makeshift desk on which now sits a 
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photo album and magnifying 

glass. At one point, the room was 

filled with carnival glass. “We 

were antiquers, going to auctions 

and sales,” Jacki says. Rodney 

passed away years ago, and Jacki 

hasn’t been to auctions much; 

she’s actually trying to downsize 

what’s in the enormous home. 

A collection she is keeping, 

however, sits by the front door: a 

large vase filled to the brim with 

canes and umbrellas. The heads 

of the canes are unique—one 

bares a resemblance to Sherlock 

Holmes, while another is a snow-

man. Jacki has an Irish walking 

stick and another that opens up 

to reveal a compass on the top.

In addition to stripping the 

wood, the other large change to 

the property was the removal of 

the in-ground swimming pool, 

which had a history of its own. “It 

was the second swimming pool 

to ever be built in Holyoke,” Jacki 

says. Another bit of history lies 

on the third floor, which Jacki 

doesn’t use at all. “The people 

who first lived here had two 

maids that lived up there,” she 

says. “There’s a lot of different 

wiring there for a call bell sys-

tem.” Also pointing to the past is 

the downstairs bathroom, which 

is tiny and in a seemingly odd 

spot; it was originally a closet.

There was no bathroom on the 

first floor because, according to 

the owners before Jacki, “a water 

closet on the first floor wasn’t 

appropriate.” The bathroom walls 

are covered in a metallic gold 

wallpaper with flowers. It’s strik-

ing when the light bounces off of 

it, but it’s not the most impressive 

Mary Poppins would approve of this whim-
sical collection of umbrellas and walking 

sticks. Some of the latter have carved and 
even removable tops. 
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wall in the home. One of the most striking areas on the 

first floor was done by Rodney’s hand and well-trained 

eye. In one of the front rooms, there is a fireplace that 

was once surrounded by bookshelves but is now sur-

rounded by a textured wall. A rough material, almost like 

chopped up stone, rises up from the flat surface in floral 

and fern patterns, twisting to and fro. “He did that by eye,” 

Jacki says of the handiwork Rodney put into place. “He 

just took a look at it and went for it.”

Though Jacki’s home is sprinkled with bits of a past 

not her own, it’s infiltrated more by her present. Photos 

of family are everywhere, depicting vacations and fun 

times with her two daughters and her grandchildren. 

“There’s a little bit of all of us here,” she says. It’s very 

evident in the dining room, where the centerpiece is a 

wood Drexel table with curled legs that belonged to her 

mother. A large grandfather clock adorned with a sailing 

ship beneath the face was a gift from Rodney. On the 

side is a large wall unit that holds the 50-piece collec-

tion of Mount Tom plates and dinnerware that Jacki has 

collected over the years. Right outside the dining room, a 

tapestry hangs by the steps. To a casual observer it’s just 

two women, but to Jacki, it’s much more. “That’s basically 

my daughters,” she says. 

Jacki takes comfort in the warm feeling of being sur-

rounded by older things in her home. She also loves the 

neighborhood beyond her door, which she has watched 

change over the years, though in a very good way. “I’m 

impressed because I see younger people coming in, and 

they seem to have an interest in the older houses,” she 

says. “They’re investing into it, really keeping the neigh-

borhood great. I have high hopes for Holyoke.”

Once filled with carnival 
glass, this room is now void 
of everything but the origi-

nal dark-stained millwork 
that was installed when the 

house was built.



Ann Marie Haag thought it 
was a hoax. While in the process 
of moving into her rambling 
manor house on Northampton 
Street back in 1973, location 
scouts came calling, wanting to 
film exterior shots for use in an 
upcoming movie. The request 
was legitimate. 

The movie was “The Reincarnation of Peter Proud,” 

a supernatural suspense film based on a book of 

the same name; the plotline brings the protagonist 

to Springfield and surrounding communities. At the 

time, the property was thick with trees that totally 

obscured the house. The producers were looking 

for a sweeping vista, so they tapped another stately 

home along the thoroughfare instead. Fast forward 

38 years to 2011, when a freak October snowstorm 

laid waste to much of that forested tract. “Some of 

the trees were diseased, but most of the damage was 

from the snow,” Ann Marie recalls. Five years later, all 

of the trees have been removed. “It took some getting 

used to that first year because it was so different,” she 

says. “Now I’m used to the openness of it, and I’m 

enjoying it.”

Born and raised in northeastern Pennsylvania, 

Ann Marie was living a Kibbe-built colonial in 

Longmeadow when the need arose for larger accom-

modations, and Holyoke’s Highlands area seemed 

like a good place to start. “I liked a more heteroge-

neous community,” she says. “I also wanted something 

with a lot of property. I love gardening and flow-

ers.” Previous owners named the house La Loma, 

which means “the hill” in Spanish. The couple was 

friends with Calvin and Grace Coolidge before he 

became vice president in 1921 and assumed the 

presidency (upon the death of Warren G. Harding) 



ann	marie	haag’s	northampton	street	
home	has	colonial	revival	influences,	

including	a	slate	roof	with	multiple	dormers	
and	a	large	cornice	with	dentil	molding.	
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pondershollow.com
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RUSTIC WHITE OAK—
WIRE BRUSHED & HANDSCRAPED EDGES

Wood floors crafted
one plank at a time.

The reception hall is long on 
charm. The Gallup family 
installed the tiered ‘wedding 
cake’ chandeliers here and in 
the stairwell. 
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mahogany panels 
in the music 

room speak of 
a past century. 

The raised plaster 
ceiling is striking 

in its simplicity.
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in 1923; the foursome used to vacation 

in Mexico. The nonagenarian matriarch 

of the Gallup family, which occupied 

the house years later, visited and shared 

some insights about the home’s history. 

“We sat and talked for quite awhile, and 

she told me some great stories,” Ann 

Marie says. “Unfortunately, that was over 

40 years ago, and I’ve forgotten many 

of them.” 

The house was built in 1917 by 

Casper Ranger, a German immigrant 

who came to Holyoke around 1864. 

He ran self-named construction and 

lumber companies, and was an elect-

ed councilor and alderman as well as 

appointed chairman of the license com-

mission. He also had a hand in much of 

the mill work done in the downtown 

area. Set atop a hill and surrounded by 

four acres flush with flora and fauna, 

the house is substantial, with large, light-

filled rooms and huge bathrooms; it 

would make a great bed-and-breakfast. 

“At one point, we had 10 people living 

here,” Ann Marie says. There’s a summer 

porch and a winter porch (“It’s more 

protected so it doesn’t get quite as cold,” 

she says) and a front-facing breakfast 

room with stucco walls and copious 

panes of antique wavy glass. Pieces 

from Ann Marie’s extensive collection 

of Blue Willow porcelain gleam in the 

bright, airy space and throughout the 

house. She also collects candlesticks, 

antique fingertip towels, which are hung 

on a display rack in a first-floor powder 

room, and antique beds, which is apro-

pos given the home’s seven bedrooms. 

There are two bedrooms and a bath-

room in what was originally a separate 

maid’s quarters on the second floor; a 

ubiquitous back staircase leads down 

to the kitchen. Oversized bedrooms on 

the third floor are luminous thanks to 

modified shed dormers with triangular 

panes on the sidewalls. 

Structurally, the house was in good 

shape, but it needed a refresher. “The 

bones were here, but it was in need of 

some TLC. I knew I could bring it back 

to a very happy state,” she adds. All of 

the rooms were painted or wallpapered, 

and the random width floorboards 

were sanded and resealed. A previous 

owner had opened up the warren-like 

kitchen, but Ann Marie updated it with 

granite countertops and a slate-like tile 

floor. The steel St. Charles-brand cabi-

nets from Viking Range Corp. were tur-

quoise (the sink was blue as well), so 

she repainted them white. “In the 50s, a 

St. Charles kitchen meant you had qual-

ity of workmanship and materials,” Ann 

Marie says. When finding a tile mural 

for above the range proved problem-

atic, she improvised. “I couldn’t find one 

that I thought fit the house,” she says. 

“They were either too modern, or too 

Spanish, or too country.” A silk and dried 

flower arranger by trade, she created 

an arrangement and hired an artist to 

recreate it on the wall for a truly per-

sonalized look. 

There are six working fireplaces in 

the house, but Ann Marie doesn’t use 

them; they were outfitted with gas, but 

she disabled them as a safety precau-

tion. Three of the fireplaces still have 

their vintage ceramic heaters. Craftsmen 

from Italy hand-carved the fireplace 

surround in the double parlor. “If you 

look at it closely, you can see the chisel 

marks,” she says. The room has a bay 

window and a raised plaster ceiling 

with a delicately ornate design. The 

formal dining room has double-sided 

doors, with mahogany on one side 

and walnut (or possibly cherry) on the 

reverse. An imposing Dutch door leads 

into the entrance hall. 

In a home full of treasures, what does 

Ann Marie cherish the most? “The priva-

cy,” she says. “I just love the privacy of it.”

*Editor Rich Wirth contributed to this story. 

The design in the parlor’s 
raised plaster ceiling resem-
bles a scissor-cut snowflake. 
The milk globe pendant is 
antique if not original. 
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Find It
Where to 

■ Armstrong 
ArchitecturAl series 

Rustic, warm tones and distinctive 
realistic graining with depth and 

texture of reclaimed wood visuals  
make these laminate floors a smart 

alternative to hardwood.
   Find it at American rug,
www.american-rug.com.

■ French BArrel oAK
cosmoPolitAn rectAngle FiretABle
features a reclaimed wood-style table top with a, 
tapered rectangular black lava finish base and a 
black burner pan providing a uniquely rustic look to 
any decor.  The chat height of this piece makes it the 
perfect setting for a relaxed and intimate meal or 
cocktail hour around the warming flames.
Find it at  Fireside Designs,
www.fireside-designs.com.

■ Yoolie’s
From renowned designer Yoolie 
Perry-Peleg comes Yoolie’s, 
unique jewelry inspired by the 
rich history of textile design 
and influenced by colors and 
cultures around the world. The 
result is jewelry that is not only 
distinctive and picturesque, but 
is also worn comfortably and 
elegantly, expressing the various 
artistic movements of the past 
and present. Yoolie’s Jewelry is 
designed in Israel and the U.S. 
and is handmade in the USA.
Find it at the Blue marble,
www.thebluemarble.biz.
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■ the milAno DecorAtive
wAll tile collection
is the perfect embellishment for any space. This quality Italian-made 
ceramic features a raised embossed geometric design that looks 
stunning as a mural or installed on an entire wall for a dramatic effect. 
Milano’s eclectic appeal is available in four modern tones.
Find it at Best tile,
www.besttile.com.

■ soliD mAPle Dining
Made in Massachusetts. Many styles, sizes 

and finishes to choose from.
Find it at crown Furniture & 

Design,www.crownFurniturect.com.

■ Do You hAve A sPeciAl 
KeePsAKe teAm jerseY to DisPlAY?
This Larson Juhl Jersey Shirt Box will 
display your jersey beautifully and 
preserve it for years to come!
Find them only at the Frame & 
Picture shoppe, 413.599.1854.

■ AmericAn mADe stArmArK 
cABintetrY
Time-tested construction methods for 
a lifetime of service.
Find it at Keith g. roy 
construction,
kgroyconstruction.com/
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Find It
Where to 

■ DeKton countertoPs
Dekton countertops combine 
quartz, porcelain and glass to 

produce an ultracompact surface 
boasting beauty and durability.

Find it at Boilard lumber, 
413.543.4100

■ new englAnD sPorts
teAms coAster sets

Hand-made by a Massachusetts 
artist who combines a love for oil 

painting with a passion for creating 
handmade gift products.  The 

images are sublimated into the tiles.  
Coasters have cork backings and 
can withstand both hot and cold 

temperatures.
Find it at inside out

home & garden, 
 413-279-1515 

 

■ clArA sun 
woo

Stretch zip jacket 
in a soft knit 

liquid leather. 
Perfect for every 

season and
every style.

Find it at it’s 
All About me in 
hampden, mA.

■ come in AnD Be insPireD
by the settings in our three beautiful 
showrooms and let our in-house 
designers help you achieve the look 
and feel that best suits your home.  
From luxurious Hancock & Moore 
leather furniture to unique lamps and 
accessories, we can fulfill all of your 
furniture and decorating needs. Leather 
furniture shown by Hancock & Moore.
Find it at charlton Furniture,
charltonfurniture.com.
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Find It
Where to 

■ striKing ArchitecturAl chAir
The geometric solid ash frame and angled 

back legs make this truss chair a conversation 
piece for any space. Inspired by mid-century 

architectural style, the piece would fit in both 
modern and traditional spaces.

Available in six fabrics. 
Find it at Danco modern,

www.dancomodern.com.

AKDo mAnsion PorcelAin collection
A family-owned company founded 25 years ago, AKDO 
strives to bring customers materials that go “far beyond 
the surface”. Mansion 30”x30” Tiles are available in five 
different shades.
Find it at santo c. Despirt marble and granite, inc.
www.facebook.com/santocdespirt.

■ entertAining with eAse
Stylish black Vartanian Custom Cabinets beverage bar 
with integrated under-counter refrigerator drawers.
Find it at vartanian custom cabinets,
www.vartaniancabinets.com.

■ reFlections
Unique handmade mirrors, created In 
Wilbraham for your decorating needs.
Find them only at the Frame & 
Picture shoppe, 413.599.1854



Tudor
March of theBy Rich J. Wirth

Photography Corey Fitzgerald

Built in 1928, the 12-room Tudor was one of three
estates that dominated Hampton Knolls Road at the
time. “They overbuilt everything,” owner Jeff Chesky
says, referring to the craftsmen of that era.



Holyoke 
natives 
update 

a manor 
house for

modern 
living

TudorTudor
March of the
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A leaded glass transom marks the 
transition into the formal dining 
room. The brass and glass chandelier 
was here when the couple moved in 
�0 years ago. The dining table is from 
Beautiful rooms in West Springfield.
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CUSTOM KITCHEN & BATH COUNTERTOPS

(413) 543-5231

When it comes to 
custom designDetails
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COMMERCIAL

We are a full service shop. 
We’ll be there through 

your entire project.

MATTER

NATURAL STONE  ❖  GRANITE  ❖  MARBLE  ❖  QUARTZ

874 Berkshire Ave., Indian Orchard, MA 01151 ■ (413) 543-5231

Ruben A. Sousa, 
-Owner-

Mention this ad & receive a FREE 
Granite Cutting Board when you 
purchase 30 sq. ft. or more of stone.

VISIT US ON

T
here’s a reason people herald the charm 

of really old homes—stepping into one is 

like stepping back in time. Craftsmanship 

is a huge part of that allure; these hous-

es were built more deliberately because 

there wasn’t the technology to put up hundreds at once. 

There’s also a romanticism about living in a house that 

generations have lived in before. For Holyoke natives Jeff 

and Priscilla Chesky, who purchased a massive 12-room 

Tudor in the city’s Highland Park area 20 years ago, it was 

all of the above. “We both have a real appreciation for 

old bones,” says Jeff, president and CEO of East Windsor, 

Conn.-based Insuritas, the nation’s leading provider of 

virtual, online insurance agencies for financial institu-

tions. They also had an affinity for the neighborhood. 

Priscilla, an attorney specializing in landlord/tenant law, 

real estate, litigation and probate, grew up a stone’s throw 

away in Bemis Heights and attended nearby E.N. White 

Elementary School; he was raised in the city’s Springdale 

section by Holyoke Community College. 

Jeff had long been enamored with the rambling 

manor house, a colossus in rough-cast stucco. “It has 

beautiful lines” he says, referring to the steeply pitched, 

multi-gabled roof and tall chimneys, “and represents the 

architectural traditions of Holyoke and her economic 

prowess in the early 20th century.”

Perched on a hill and surrounded by three acres 

of meticulously manicured lawn, the house was built 

in 1928 for Dr. Edward Parsons Bagg, Jr., who served as 

director of public health in Holyoke and as chief of staff 

of the pediatric service at Holyoke Hospital. One of three 

estates that dominated Hampton Knolls Road at the turn 

of the century, the house was designed by James L. Tighe, 

co-founder of Tighe & Bond, who worked as an engineer 

for the Holyoke Water Department and later as city engi-

neer. The original “onion skin” blueprints were found hid-

den in one of the fireboxes. 

Properly built and responsibly cared for, houses almost 

always outlive the people who reside in them, although 

major components, like the roof and furnace, have dis-

tinct life expectancies. Unoccupied for over a year, this 

house, which the couple acquired at a bank foreclosure 

auction, had outdated plumbing and inefficient knob-

and-tube wiring; the heating system was original. “It 
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was in rough shape,” Jeff recalls. 

Although they both saw poten-

tial in the 9,000-square-foot prop-

erty (with 6,000 square feet of 

real living space), for Priscilla, a 

lawyer trained to think pragmati-

cally, the transformation was bit 

harder to conceptualize. “I had 

to rely on Jeff and his vision,” she 

says. 

As renovation work com-

menced, the home’s perceived 

solidity was substantiated; the 

plumbing for all of the bath-

rooms was embedded under 

8-inch-thick poured concrete 

slabs. In order to renovate the en 

suite to include a walk-in steam 

shower and an oversized Jacuzzi 

tub (another bathroom has an 

interesting tub/shower hybrid), 

workers had to break the con-

crete by hand and lug it out in 

5-gallon buckets. “It took us three 

years to go room by room,” Jeff 

says of the facelift. “The kitchen 

alone was a six-month endeavor. 

Everything we did was with the 

comfort of living in mind.” In the 

master bedroom, for instance, the 

couple commandeered a por-

tion of a second-floor balcony to 

create a walk-in closet. 

The old kitchen felt dark and 

cave-like, and it was inefficient-

ly broken up into tiny spaces, 

including a separate servants’ 

eating area. The Cheskys’ goal 

was to make it the main hub of 

the house because cooking and 

eating together with family and 

friends is a regular part of their 

lives. With the help of award-win-

ning kitchen designer Duncan 

Lomas of Vartanian Custom 

Cabinets in Palmer and Tom 

Adamczyk, principle of Robert-

Thomas Construction in West 

Springfield, they gained valuable 

space within the same footprint. 

More ornate (and much 
lighter) than the home’s 
other millwork, the sweeping 
Gatsbyesque staircase brings 
continuity and contrast to 
the entrance hall. 
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2376 BOSTON ROAD • WILBRAHAM, MA
Call For Showroom Hours

596-3144
www.granitecreationsma.com

SALES  -  FABRICATION  -  INSTALLATION

PROUDLY SERVING ALL OF WESTERN MASS AND SURROUNDING AREAS SINCE 1989   |    LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED

Wide Selection of  Granite, Marble, and Engineered Surfaces
•

Th e Largest Selection of In-stock Stone  in the Area
•

Have your existing  granite  professionally  cleaned and sealed

Follow us on 
Facebook!

Update your backyard spaces...
take it from grass to class with
100% recycled granite!
Create stunning patios and walkways with 
granite pavers available in three sizes. 
Finish it off  with a warm and inviting fi re 
pit made with our DIY granite fi re pit kits.

Complete the look of your outdoor kitchen 
space with a granite slab BBQ surround.

Dress up the front of your home with DIY 
fl ower box & mailbox kits.

“The kitchen was more of a reengineering project than a 

renovation,” Jeff says. “The house had such strong bones 

that we were able to re-imagine it from the framing out as 

we tripled its living space. Of all of our restoration work, the 

kitchen brings the most joy to our family.”

Lomas said houses of this vintage have inherent design 

challenges that newer construction does not. “These kitch-

ens were not designed for family or as a central gathering 

area—they were designed for the servants to cook,” he says. 

The spaces were typically disjointed, hardly ever square, 

and had myriad windows, doors, and entryways but not a 

lot of open walls. That’s a problem when you’re trying to 

accommodate a massive built-in Sub-Zero refrigerator. A 

bank of windows set below the counter line posed an even 

bigger challenge in respect to locating upper cabinetry. 

Lomas responded by removing a dividing wall and install-

ing a three-sided floating cabinet above a counter run out-

fitted with a built-in beverage cooler. A wall separating the 

kitchen and an enclosed porch was breeched to provide 

another means of egress into an area that was previously 

accessible through the dining room only. “It allowed us to 

bring the outdoors in,” Jeff says. The end result is a kitchen 

that is indelibly Vartanian. The builder-grade cabinetry, 

including an over-the range shelf, has rich, contrasting fin-

ishes and decorative corbels. The South African Madikwe 

countertops from Granite Creations in Wilbraham feature 

grays, tans, creams, and a hint of bourdeaux mixed in with 

dramatic movement; the quilted tile backsplash has metal-

lic accents. The floors here are outfitted with radiant heat. 

Lomas said the line between modernization and historical 

preservation is a delicate one. “It’s important to stay with 

the integrity of the house,” he says. 

With some assistance from interior designer Eileen 

Bianconi of Elegant Interiors in East Longmeadow, the 

Cheskys cultivated a look that is rustic yet refined; colors 

and finishes are rich, warm and deep in tone. Although 

most of the original light fixtures were removed and sold 

at an estate sale, there’s still plenty of period detailing, 

including plaster cove molding throughout and a plaster 

etched corner insert fireplace in the library that the couple 

used well into May this year. A leaded glass transom marks 

the transition into the formal dining room, where an abun-
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R E S I D E N T I A L  &  C O M M E R C I A L
✦ Standing Seam Metal Roofi ng
✦ Architectural Metal work
✦ 10 Year Labor Warranty
✦ 35 Year Manufacturer Warranty
State of the Art Roofi ng Systems & Installations

Fully Insured • Free Estimates • References Provided

Call 800.232.0399
www.usmetalroofi ng.com

dance of leaded glass, including a massive floating china 

cabinet, plays to the home’s turn-of-the-century vintage. 

An artisan replicated the room’s original pressed leather 

wall-covering using a faux painting technique; the dentil 

molding is original. A now-covered pass-thru once linked 

the dining room and the kitchen. The focal point of the 

parlor-turned-family room is a dark stained oak fireplace 

surround and overmantel flanked by two built-in corner 

banquettes. A painted tile mural inside the firebox was 

falling apart, so the homeowners bricked it over; the tiles 

were protectively sealed should a future owner want to 

liberate them. 

Just as important as the interior spaces, the back-

yard is the couple’s go-to gathering spot. Tapping into 

the expertise of Springfield-based landscape architect 

Stephen A. Roberts, they commissioned the creation of a 

raised, multi-tiered, open air patio composed of 12-inch-

wide sandstone pavers. It features a stone grilling island 

and a fire pit topped with the same Madikwe granite 

used in the kitchen. An existing in-ground pool had 

seen better days, so the couple hired Juliano’s Pools in 

Agawam to give it a spit shine.  

Owning a home of this scope and scale has afforded 

Jeff the opportunity to host a Polish Christmas Eve cel-

ebration known as Wigilia. By tradition, extended fam-

ily of the matriarch are called to dinner for this evening 

jubilee. “Of all the reasons that we bought our home, the 

most important was that it would allow us to comfort-

ably accommodate 38 of my grandmother’s extended 

family around a single table to celebrate the holiday,” 

Jeff says. Being part of the home’s rich tapestry is just as 

satisfying. “It’s been a privilege to own one of the city’s 

magnificent early 20th-centruy homes,” he adds, “and it 

has been uniquely rewarding to involve so many of the 

Valley’s contractors and artisans in re-imagining our 

home for the 21st century. This house is a living testa-

ment to their work and their vision.”

150 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON • 191 NORTH PLEASANT ST., AMHERST • 413.253.0328

WWW.THEBLUEMARBLE.BIZ

Dirty Dog
pottery
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1160 Bay Street
Springfield

413-214-6990
stephen@stephenaroberts.com
www.stephenaroberts.com

THE  SP IR I T  OF 
EXCELLENCE . . .

FROM CONCEPTION
TO COMPLETION AND BEYOND.

Member

MA Lic.
# 1231

CT Lic.
# 603829

We design and build distinctively 
beautiful outdoor spaces.

We provide superior craftsmanship 
and quality stone masonry.

Our planting designs are dynamic 
and horticulturally diverse.

Call us for a complimentary 
half-hour consultation to see how 
we can help you transform your 

environment.

“EvErything wE did was 

with thE comfort of 

living in mind.”

The fire pit was topped with the same Madikwe granite that was 
used in the kitchen. The wicker sectional is from Frontgate. 
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S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Born from the merger of Perfect Sound, 
a successful audio video installation 
business, and Olympic Electric, a well 

respected electrical contracting company, 
EPOS Systems, Inc., has positioned itself 
as the premier smart home and electrical 
installation company in the area.

According to owners Dan Crouss and 
Jack Tranghese, “To us, it’s about creating 
the experience. If you can dream it, we can 
create it. In our area, the kitchen has become 
the new living room where families come to 
gather. Homeowners pass time and people 
prepare and enjoy meals together. So it’s 
only natural that high-tech entertaining 
is becoming a commonplace addition to 
kitchens. We have had clients ask us to 

provide music for entertaining, hidden TV 
installations, lighting control, and even 
motorized cabinetry for hiding appliances. 
Our goal in designing kitchen entertaining 
areas is to create an atmosphere perfect 
for every event or family gathering that can 
be easily controlled by all members of the 
family.”

EPOS Systems’ experienced and 
knowledgeable design team works closely 
with clients and their designers, architects, 
or contractors to bring their projects to 
completion within budget and on time. 
EPOS prides itself with exceeding its clients’ 
expectations and building long-lasting 
relationships.

EPOS Systems, Inc.
W E S T  S P R I N G F I E L D ,  M A

EPOS Systems’ design center in 
West Springfield demonstrates the 
state of the art systems and lifestyle 
solutions available through smart 
home technologies. Clients have the 
opportunity to interact with the latest 
products available in order to make 
an informed decision regarding what 
solution best fits their individual 
project needs.
 

1053C Riverdale Street
West Springfield, MA 01089

413-241-6895
eposhomes.com
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54 D Whately Rd., South Deerfi eld, MA 01373
413.665.7402   |   haydenvillewd.com



S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Back in 1990 when Gary Chagnon 
was fi rst starting out as a vinyl 
siding installer and learning Auto 

CAD, he knew he wanted to do more in the 
construction trade. He envisioned being 
a home builder/remodeler and knew that 
his primary goal would be to put out the 
kind of product that he’d feel proud to 
own and live in himself. He believes that 
planning a custom home or changing your 
existing home is one of the best long-term 
investments you can make.  A well designed 
and  well-built home not only affects how 

your home looks and functions for years to 
come, but can ultimately impact its value 
as well. Realizing that it’s your dream, your 
family and your investment, Gary set out to 
form a company that builds solutions into 
every plan of action. Throughout the years, 
tradesmen, inspectors and clients alike have 
come to know the principals he stands for, 
and CBR has built a solid reputation known 
for quality work and craftsmanship. Gary 
and his team welcome your inquiries and 
look forward to meeting your construction 
needs this season.

Chagnon Building & 
Remodeling
H A D L E Y,  M A

Gary Chagnon, founding owner & 
operator of Chagnon Building & 
Remodeling brings over 25 years of 
knowledge and experience to the 
construction and remodeling fields. 
Gary is a Certified Architectural and 
Civil Designer, Registered Home 
Improvement Contractor (CT/MA), 
Licensed Construction Supervisor, 
EPA LEAD Certified, 20/20 Kitchen 
Designer, Independent dealer and 
erector of steel buildings/metal 
roofing. In 1993, Gary was one of the 
first MA contractors to be involved 
with building an Energy Crafted Home 
(currently known as Energy Star 
Program). With his design background 
and hands-on approach to every 
project, he has become known for 
his attention to detail and advanced 
trouble shooting strategies.
 

Chagnon Building & Remodeling
91 Stockbridge Road

Hadley, MA 01035
413-259-6785

www.chagnon-br.com
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413-259-6785
fax 877-258-2359

mobile 413-478-4142
www.chagnon-br.com

Exceeding Your Expectations
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S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

I
s there a more active room in the house 
than the kitchen? The mission for any 
kitchen design project is to marry the 
durability you need with the beauty 

and style you desire. 
Esthetically speaking, today’s laminates 

are hard to detect next to hardwood, and the 
resistance to stains and scuffs is better than 
ever. Thanks to Mannington’s proprietary 
technologies that produce precise embossing 
and texturing, the result is award-winning 
luxurious fl oors that are easy to install, care 
for and maintain. 

Another popular material is hardwood, 

which will likely remain a top choice, 
especially for those wanting the character 
that a hardwood fl oor produces as it ages. 
Ceramic tile holds its own among the choices, 
but porcelain tile, such as the Mannington 
line, is gaining favor because it is more 
durable, offers fi eld tile, mosaics, trim and 
accents that allow for a customized look. 

Have a look at the options with a 
trip to Baystate Rug and Flooring in 
East Longmeadow or Chicopee. Design 
assistance is available to help you choose 
well for your lifestyle and budget. Online at 
BaystateRug.com.

Baystate Rug & Flooring
E A S T  L O N G M E A D O W  &  C H I C O P E E ,  M A
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Baystate Rug & Flooring offers 
the finest brands of flooring at 
affordable prices as well as free 
design assistance and service 
after the sale, giving customers 
an exceptional value. As a local 
family business, they work to 
develop the relationships that 
create customers for life. 

55 North Main Street
East Longmeadow

413-224-2130

671 Grattan Street
Chicopee

413-533-3806

BaystateRug.com

160



East Longmeadow 413-224-2130  |  Chicopee 413-533-3806       BaystateRug.com

Mannington Laminate Flooring

Made for Real Life

1604127_BR-SummerLivingSpaces2016.indd   1 6/8/16   11:40 AM
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Today’s kitchen is more about what 
the family is doing there – or should 
we say, everything the family is 

doing there. Beyond meal preparation, it is 
the central location for paying bills, crafts, 
homework, and a gathering space for family 
and friends. The lighting design experts at 
Hampden Zimmerman see kitchens of every 
size and have some food for thought.

A larger kitchen calls for a mix of 
task, general and accent lighting to serve 
everyone’s needs. Task lighting such as 
recessed lights over the stove and a pendant 
light over the sink provide the light sources 

for cooking and dishwashing. Recessed 
lights also contribute to general lighting 
along with a quality decorative chandelier 
as a central fi xture. Rounding out the blend 
is low-voltage undercabinet lights which will 
illuminate countertops and add depth. 

Whether you are in remodel mode or 
simply updating your lighting scheme, bring 
your ideas to the Hampden Zimmerman 
Lighting Design Showroom. Design 
services and an expansive inventory from 
such companies as Feiss are available to 

homeowners and contractors.

Hampden Zimmerman
S P R I N G F I E L D  &  N O R T H A M P T O N ,  M A

160

Hampden Zimmerman (HZ) was 
formed in the mid-1980s when 
Hampden Electric Supply and M.W. 
Zimmerman — two companies that 
had independently served western 
Massachusetts since the 1930s 
— merged. Other acquisitions 
followed, including Bland Electric 
Supply of Pittsfield in 1990, the 
rebranding of four Standard Electric 
Connecticut locations under the HZ 
name in 2012, and most recently, 
five Warren Electric Supply locations 
throughout eastern NY. Today, HZ is 
a distributor of quality, name-brand 
electrical equipment and supplies 
for residential, commercial and 
industrial applications, with lighting 
showrooms and design services 
for homeowners in western New 
England.

LIGHTING DESIGN SHOWROOM 
Locations & Hours

274 Taylor Street, Springfield, MA
440 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA

Monday – Friday 8am – 5pm,
Saturday 9am – 2pm

HZelectric.com
��    livingspacesmagazine.com 274 Taylor Street, Springfield, MA | 440 Pleasant Street, Northampton, MA

Monday–Friday 8am–5pm | Saturday 9am–2pm

HZelectric.com

Better by Design
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S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Best Tile proudly celebrates 60 years 
providing kitchen, bath, and living 
space solutions for homeowners.  

Since 1956, Best Tile has become the 
largest importer of tile and stone in the 
Northeast.  We now have twenty-three 
design showrooms spanning from Vermont 
to North Carolina, with Springfi eld, 
Massachusetts, being the fl agship store. 
Our mission has remained the same, to 
offer you, our valued customer, the highest 
quality tiles from factories with top trends 
in our industry.  Moreover, we’re proud to 
be the leading tile retailer for the talented 
craftsman and builders in our area.  
We’ve established reputable connections 
with premier builders and contractors 
working on the most magnifi cent projects 
throughout the years. We owe much of 

our continued success to them. Best Tile 
humbly extends a huge thank you for their 
dedication and trust in our company.

Best Tile refl ects the latest technology, 
superior quality, and most elegant 
collections available. This allows our in-
house designers to create a space unique 
to your needs no matter what your budget 
is. When you step into our showroom we 
make sure you feel right at home with our 
warm and welcoming atmosphere.  Now 
into our third generation, our commitment 
to our customers has always been to 
provide them with the best for their home 
or business, because that’s what they 
deserve.

Browse worldwide tile collections at 
BestTile.com, and visit us for complimentary 
in-store design services today.

Best Tile
S P R I N G F I E L D ,  M A
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911 Belmont Avenue
Springfield, MA
 413-732-4191
BestTile.com

Karen Tesini, Store Manager of Best 
Tile, offers a wealth of knowledge to 
Springfield.  With over 20 years of 
experience working for the company, 
and over 26 years as a design 
professional, her unique style sense, 
combined with a passion for tile, 
continues to impress customers. “I love 
working with customers! The process 
of selecting tile is supposed to be fun 
and exciting, it shouldn’t feel stressful.” 
At Best Tile, you’re sure to get just that! 
Karen has an energetic and infectious 
personality that carries throughout the 
showroom. “We offer beautifully-made, 
long-lasting products that I believe in. 
I’m thrilled to provide our customers 
with the best quality!”





S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

A kitchen is the heart of a home. It’s 
where families gather and entertain, 
and it’s also become an important 

investment. Affordable quality is possible 
without sacrifi cing craftsmanship. StarMark 
cabinetry is made by hand to exact 
specifi cations, which means you can use 
every inch in the room.

Keith G. Roy Construction is committed 
to providing you with exceptional kitchen 
renovation and design services, from the 
initial consultation to fi nishing touches. As 
a StarMark dealer, Keith G. Roy Construction 
provides cabinetry with unparalleled fi t and 
fi nish for any remodel, renovation or new 
kitchen “from scratch.” 

StarMark cabinetry is made in the USA, 
environmentally-friendly, lasts a lifetime 
and arrives fully assembled – providing 
signifi cant savings that you can feel good 
about for years to come. 

Whether you are looking for a design 
that can accommodate accessibility 
needs or multiple cooks, or an elegant 
space to display collectibles, Keith G. Roy 
Construction provides thoughtful design 
ideas and inspiration to make your kitchen 
as functional as it is beautiful. 

If you are ready to gain a signifi cant 
boost to the value of your home, which can 
greatly improve the way you live, cook and 
entertain, call the experts at Keith G. Roy 
Construction. 

Keith G. Roy
W E S T F I E L D ,  M A

In 1946, brothers John and Rene 
Roy merged their areas of expertise 
in residential construction and 
remodeling into a single company, 
John L. Roy Construction. Today, 
under the name of the next 
generation of leadership, Keith 
G. Roy Construction continues 
to build on the Roys’ reputation 
for honesty, integrity and quality 
workmanship. Offering siding and 
roofing installation and repairs; 
the addition and/or remodeling of 
baths, kitchens, decks, garages, 
bonus rooms and sunrooms; attic 
conversions; basement finishing; 
window installation; historic 
preservation; and handyman 
services to homeowners throughout 
western Massachusetts and northern 
Connecticut.  

Keith G. Roy Construction, Inc.
54 Mainline Drive, Suite E

Westfield, MA
413-485-7533

kgroyconstruction.com 
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D E C K I N G B A T H S B A S E M E N T S

C O N S T R U C T I O N ,  I n c .

Addit ions  • Windows  • Roofing  • Siding  • Decks  • Garages

54 Mainline Drive, Suite E  •  Westfield, MA  •  kgroyconstruction.com  •  413.485.7533 

MA Lic. #CS-063810 • MA Reg. #119804 • CT Lic. #606800
®

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS

When You Want It Done Right!
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S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

F
ine Lines designs and creates exqui-

sitely crafted custom furniture, cabi-

netry and accent pieces built to your 

specifications. From complete kitch-

ens, libraries and entertainment centers to 

one-of-a-kind tables, chairs and cupboards, 

every product we build is a showcase for fine 

craftsmanship and the natural beauty of wood.

In addition to our custom work, we offer a 

selection of unique signature items that have 

become Fine Lines trademarks.

Everything built by Fine Lines is designed to 

be both beautiful and functional, to fit seam-

lessly into your home and lifestyle. We find 

inspiration in the wood, but our creations reach 

their fullest expression when they become part 

of your life.

Solid construction is enhanced by subtle 

details that express the Fine Lines philoso-

phy of function with artistic flair. Our design 

vocabulary is unique, but is clearly informed 

by contemporary, Scandinavian and Shaker 

traditions. Long sweeping curves and graceful 

tapers breathe life and motion into each piece.

We pick the finest woods, carefully selecting 

stock for color and grain orientation. We typi-

cally work with domestic hardwoods such as 

maple, cherry and walnut, but imported woods 

such as mahogany and teak are used in many 

of our pieces. Of course, we will be happy to 

construct your piece in any wood that suits the 

design and your tastes.

Fine Lines
S T U R B R I D G E ,  M A

In 2001, after 20 years of work-
ing for others as a cabinet and 
furniture maker, Paul Girouard 
founded Fine Lines so he could 
have the freedom to create 
pieces that would make the 
most of his skills, knowledge, 
imagination and talent.

Fines Lines Custom 
Cabinetry and Furniture
4 Old Stagecoach Road

P.O. Box 905
Sturbridge, MA 01566

508-347-3645
www.finelineswood.com

PAUL GIROUARD
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Ask about our unique cutting and serving boards!



S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

B
ob and Michael Gasteyer founded 

Kitchen Encounters in 1994 and 

are celebrating over 20 years in 

business this year. They pride them-

selves in having one of the area’s most cus-

tomer-focused kitchen and bath design and 

remodeling showrooms. In addition to kitchens 

and baths, they offer full-service remodeling for 

your entire home. Their slogan is, “If it’s under 

your roof, we do it.”

 Kitchen Encounters has grown into one of 

the area’s most customer-focused kitchen and 

bath design and remodeling showrooms. They 

strive to provide personal service and creative 

design with competitive pricing. Their 5,000-

square-foot showroom features kitchen and 

bath designs for every style and budget. Their 

showroom was created to provide custom-

ers with a hands-on experience. The beautiful 

displays allow you to see and touch new and 

cutting-edge products first-hand. 

Kitchen Encounters has designers on staff to 

help with your project from start to finish. They 

can work with you on original concepts, create 

layouts and designs, coordinate countertops, 

appliances, fixtures, flooring, and much more. 

Whether you are looking to do a remodel or a 

new build, their talented design team will help 

you create the room you’ve always dreamed of.

Kitchen Encounters, Inc.
W I L B R A H A M ,  M A

Bob and Michael Gasteyer found-
ed Kitchen Encounters in 1994. 
They pride themselves in being 
the area’s most customer-focused 
kitchen and bath design and 
remodeling showroom. “We strive 
to provide personal service and 
creative design with competitive 
pricing.” In addition to kitchens 
and baths, they offer full-service 
remodeling for your entire home. 
“If it’s under your roof, we do it!”

Kitchen Encounters
15 Railroad Avenue

Wilbraham, MA
413-596-6535

kitchen-encounters.com

BOB & MICHAEL GASTEYER
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Your Local, Family Owned Kitchen Experts

Kitchen Encounters is locally 
owned by the Gasteyer families. 
We offer friendly, affordable, 
professional service. We will help 
you visualize your new kitchen or 
bath with our expert design service and we are ALWAYS a better 
value than the big box stores. You can trust Kitchen Encounters 
because our families are local, just like yours!

Celebrating 20 years in business!

K I T C H E N S  •  B AT H S  •  F U L L  R E M O D E L I N G  S E RV I C E

Visit Our Beautiful Showroom
15 RAILROAD AVENUE, WILBRAHAM   ❘   413-596-6535  ❘   WWW.KITCHEN-ENCOUNTERS.COM

Over 20 years in business!



Since 1956, family-owned Salemi 

Appliance has been the number one 

choice of consumers, kitchen design-

ers and builders throughout the area.

At Salemi we pride ourselves on offering 

the largest selection of affordable and ultra-

premium appliances to consumers as well as 

commercial accounts.

Our sales department staff is second to 

none. They have years of experience and full 

knowledge of all of our product lines. They are 

enthusiastic about helping you find the perfect 

appliances for your home and needs. Because 

we are part of a very large buying group, our 

buying power is your buying power! We offer 

the highest-quality appliances at prices you 

can afford.

Salemi’s service department was founded 

on product knowledge, quality service and 

customer satisfaction. We offer in-home and 

in-shop repairs for your convenience. We ser-

vice everything that we sell. In addition, Salemi 

has the largest appliance parts department in 

the area, with thousands of parts in stock to 

service your needs. If you are a do-it-yourselfer 

or desire in-home service, our parts depart-

ment has, or can get, the part you need, in most 

cases within a day!

We use our own delivery and service vehi-

cles, so you won’t have to deal with outside 

delivery companies or service technicians. Our 

service technicians and delivery teams are fac-

tory-trained.

Stop in and visit our showroom today. We 

look forward to helping you select the right 

appliance for your next project.

Salemi Appliance
S P R I N G F I E L D ,  M A

Edwin Lopez,
Barb Pettazzoni
& Vincent Salemi

If you mention appliances in 
western Massachusetts or 
northern Connecticut, for sales 
or service, these three faces 
and names are synonymous 
with quality appliances, product 
knowledge, superior service 
and customer service: Vincent 
Salemi (owner), Barb Pettazzoni 
(sales manager) and Edwin Lopez 
(service manager). With over 120 
years experience between them, 
their expertise is well known 
throughout the area.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

112 Boston Road
Springfield, MA
413-739-7904

www.salemiappliance.com
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The quality you deserve... 
...a price you can afford

112 Boston Road
Springfi eld, MA 01109
413.739.7904
www.salemiappliance.com

Come Visit Our Newly Remodeled Showroom

F O U R  T Y P E S  O F  D I S H W A S H E R S

POCKET HANDLE VISIBLE CONTROLS BAR HANDLE PANEL READY

WARMING 
DRAWER

5 BURNERS

SELF
CLEANING 
CONVECTION 
OVEN

SPEED OVEN

CONVECTION OVEN
AND MICROWAVE

SIDE SWING OVEN DOORS



S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Remodeling the kitchen—from the 
layout to the colors, the details and 
choices-can be overwhelming.  If a 

redesign or remodel is in your future, think 
fi rst about how the room will be utilized.  
Will this be the place for an active family 
to gather? How often will you be cooking 
or entertaining? Think about how much 
space you’d like for food prep, seating, 
visiting and perhaps an area to manage 
the family calendar or bills. Determining 
how the space will be used will help when 
deciding on materials, appliances, fl ooring, 

countertops and even the style of sink 
that works best. Each product line offers 
fl exibility and functionality.

The process can be overwhelming, but 
you don’t have to go it alone. Have as much 
or as little kitchen design assistance as you 
desire from the experienced team at Boilard 
Lumber in Indian Orchard, Mass.  Boilard’s 
will quote and/or design your dream 
kitchen. See and choose from an extensive 
line of high-quality cabinets in many styles, 
woods, fi nishes and hardware options to fi t 

your project and budget. 

Boilard Lumber
I N D I A N  O R C H A R D ,  M A This year, Boilard Lumber celebrates 

80 years of being a trusted source of 
quality building supplies for the greater 
Springfield area. In 1936, Adelard 
Boilard began providing the western 
Massachusetts building community 
with masonry supplies. Today, Boilard 
Lumber offers a variety of building 
materials and remains committed to 
providing the best possible values and 
superior customer service, validating 
their slogan as the “big box busters”.
 

Boilard Lumber 
476 Oak Street, Indian Orchard, MA 

413-543-4100
Boilards.com
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The process can be overwhelming, but 
you don’t have to go it alone. Have as much 
or as little kitchen design assistance as you 
desire from the experienced team at Boilard 
Lumber in Indian Orchard, Mass.  Boilard’s 
will quote and/or design your dream 
kitchen. See and choose from an extensive 
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I N D I A N  O R C H A R D ,  M A This year, Boilard Lumber celebrates 

80 years of being a trusted source of 
quality building supplies for the greater 
Springfield area. In 1936, Adelard 
Boilard began providing the western 
Massachusetts building community 
with masonry supplies. Today, Boilard 
Lumber offers a variety of building 
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Boilard Lumber 
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476 Oak St. | Indian Orchard, MA 01151
413-543-4100

StarMark Cabinetry is available exclusively
in this area at Boilard Lumber!

Now is the time to select your StarMark Cabinetry at Boilard Lumber.
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Escape the ordinary. 
We invite you to experience how quality, American-made furniture can transform your home.

107 Dresser Hill Rd, (Rte 31), Charlton, MA  01507 | charltonfurniture.com

Complimentary design service available.

timeless design | superior craftsmanship | modern elegance




